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Background
The minimal time duration needed for timbre discrimination,
investigated across categorical groupings of voice, strings, and
percussion, has been found to be as low as 8 ms for
1
instruments and 4 ms for voice . Here, we explore timbre
discrimination within a more musically restricted palette. In a
novel experiment design, we compare excerpts recorded
by professional string quartets with varying durations.
Other characterizations of timbre, like multi-dimensional
2
scaling models , do not address the perception of such
'similar' timbres as those coming from equivalent moments in
multiple recordings. Our initial ﬁndings suggest the role of
sound intensity in timbre production and discrimination.

Hypothesis
We expect the threshold for discrimination to be dependent
upon distinct features of the timbre which may or may not be
present at the sound onset. To test this, we made stimuli
starting from midpoints as well as the onset of each excerpt.
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Three exemplary renditions of each excerpt were selected from ﬁve available commercial
recordings to minimize pitch variation between the recordings. 19 normalized variants of
diﬀerent durations (2 - 1000 ms) were made from each excerpt in 2 conditions.

PCA on MFCCs with and without C0 show some overlap of
the timbre types. Though the pp ordinario and ﬀ timbres
overlap the most, ﬀ was discriminated the best at short
durations. The spectrotemporal development of the pp con
sordino excerpts may be responsible for both the larger
clusters below and improved discrimination abilities at longer
durations.

9 subjects (4 female, 5 male, mean age 29.6, normal hearing, 4 musicians, 5 non-musicians) participated in the
experiment. The experiment lasted approximately 60 minutes total. There were two blocks each with 513 randomized
trials of excerpt pairs where both members of every pair had the same timbre type and duration. Blocks were counter
balanced across subjects.
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[left] Discrimination is more dependent
upon timbre type than upon expertise or
start point of the stimulus.
[below] The onset characteristics for each
excerpt type are diﬀerent. In general ﬀ has
the fastest attack, and pp con sordino has
the slowest attack.

Next Steps
<> Substantiate the role of intensity in timbre perception
<> Diﬀerentiate memory abilities from discrimination abilites
<> Relate 'strength' of timbre features within a stimulus to
ease or quickness of discrimination and processing time
<> Find duration short enough for ﬀ stimuli to be
discriminated at chance levels
<> Correlate results to neuroimaging of same stimuli
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We chose three excerpts from string quartets by Bela Bartok
notable for their rich and distinct timbres.
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